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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the introduction of new programming methodologies to computer science and practice. New metaphorical programming models are currently emerging, transferred from various scientific disciplines. The common ground to these new models is the concept of interacting active entities. These entities are called objects and they execute and interact concurrently. This new leading programming methodology is consequently called object-oriented concurrent programming (OOCP at short). We introduce quickly the concepts of OOCP methodology. We then focus on the issue of teaching it. We describe a platform which we designed in order to help describing and experimenting with OOCP. We discuss the experience of using this platform for pedagogical purposes.

New Trends in Programming The use of computers is being ubiquitous in our societies. Early use of computers was restricted to scientific computation and data processing. Application fields for computers is now widely open and application tasks are of higher level. This evolution boosts development of general and high-level programming models. In the following of the section we focus on one of the leading new programming methodology for future computers and applications.
METAPHORICAL PROGRAMMING
Programming computers is currently ongoing very deep evolution. Programming models are moving from mathematical and instruction-based models to metaphorical models. By metaphorical programming models, we mean new programming models which are results of transferring scientific theories of real world to provide alternative computation models. A famous example is the case of (artificial) neural networks [PDP 86], abstraction of neurophysiology. Other examples include abstractions from chemistry (reaction-diffusion-based computation models, the chemical abstract machine [Berry and bouloud 90]), genetics (genetic algorithms [Goldberg 89]), etology (ant nests), economy (market-based models), and other various kinds of self-organizing systems [ECO 88]. One of the main trend in new programming models is the notion of communicating and cooperative agents, called Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI at short), taking much input from sociology and organization theories [Dai 88].

OBJECTS
For most of these alternative models, the basic underlying computation model is based on the notion of active and cooperative entities. This is called object-oriented programming (OOP at short). The model is conceptually simple and general enough to be applied widely. It is based on two main concepts: objects which identify knowledge (that is data and services), and a unified communication/activation protocol between them, called message passing. Other useful concepts are abstraction and inheritance, which allow to classify and reuse object descriptions.

The first occurrence of programming languages and systems based on these concepts came out in the late 60's (Simula, and then Smalltalk [Goldberg and Robson 83]). Apple's Macintosh, designed and implemented along these concepts, was a key step to popularize this new vision of the computer. This methodology has now been validated by software engineering as a significant improvement in program development, quality, maintenance, and reusability [Meyer 88]. We note that because of the sequential nature of processors, concurrency of activities among objects, although implicit in the metaphor, is usually not addressed. As a result, most of OOP languages remain sequential.

CUNCURRENCY
However concurrency is becoming a key issue for future computer systems. It is boosted by the availability of new multi-computers which offer parallel execution of programs. These are promises for increasing efficiency. Other motivations for concurrency are the distribution of knowledge, as illustrated by computer networks, and the multiple interaction aspects of large interactive programs (such as for process control, where input and control may be multiple and distributed).

Concurrent programming abstracts from specific execution rates on specific architectures. Therefore concurrency (logical simultaneity of activities) should be distinguished from parallelism (physical simultaneity). Synchronization is the way to ensure coordination and non-interference of activities by specifying constraints on the ordering of events [Andrews and Schneider 83].

OBJECT + CONCURRENCY = ACTOR
Object-oriented concurrent programming (OOCP at short) is the combination of object-oriented programming with concurrent programming [OOCP 87]. In order to achieve optimal integration of OOP and concurrency, it is fruitful to identify objects as the unit of activity and to associate synchronization between objects at message passing level.

Consequently each object owns its activity and is built-up to handle multiple interactions. This leads to concurrency of activities and interactions between objects. These concurrent and active objects are also often called actors.

Conventional (sequential) object-oriented programming may be viewed as a technological restriction of the general metaphor of object-oriented (concurrent) programming. OOCP is a very good methodology for decomposing large programs into a collection of cooperative modules, and to execute them on parallel computer architectures. Advantages may be summarized as following: high-levelness, modularity, dynamicity, and
openness. OOCP is a new growing field, but has already main impact on
new multi-processor architectures (like the J-Machine [Dally et al. 89])
and various applications like signal processing [Barry 89], process control,
office information systems, animation...

TEACHING

In this section we will discuss the issue of introducing this new
programming methodology to students and conventional programmers.
This discussion is based on our personal experience in teaching object-
oriented (concurrent) programming in courses and seminars at
Universities, Engineering Schools, and Companies. We also developed a
system to help describing object-oriented concurrent programming,
classifying various programming languages, and experimenting with
associated methodology.

CONCEPTUAL PROGRAMMING

Object-oriented programming is more conceptual than conventional
programming. It focuses on interaction between agents, abstracting from
their representation and implementation details. Consequently we believe
that this makes it easier for programmers and non-programmers to catch
up with this methodology. This opinion is supported by our experience of
introducing the concepts of object-oriented programming to various
audiences.

FROM OBJECTS TO ACTORS

Object-oriented programming is getting now heavily disseminated in
the programming community. A hot issue is how to transfer this expertise
into object-oriented concurrent programming. As pointed out in
section-Aref (section:oocp), object-oriented concurrent programming is a
generalization of object-oriented programming. However the concepts of
object-oriented programming need some evolution to fit well with the
concept of concurrency.

Another problem is the relative immaturity of the field of OOCP. This
results in the abundance of prototype OOCP languages [OOCP 87]. We
remarked that it is not always easy to analyze and compare these
languages and discuss their design decisions. Comparing various semantics
needs to abstract from various syntax and implementation supports. Note
that description, classification and classification abilities are supported by
object-oriented programming. This led us to design some platform based
on OOP (namely Smalltalk-80 [Goldberg and Robson 83]) to model
OOCP languages.

THE ACTALK PLATFORM

This platform introduces actors into the world of objects. We chose the
Smalltalk-80 programming language and environment for reasons
discussed below as the OOP basis. Consequently we named our platform
Actalk, which stands for actors in Smalltalk [Briot 89]. Actalk provides
support for a comprehensive description of object-oriented concurrent
programming. It has been used as the experimental basis of numerous
courses on OOCP. We will first discuss the design decisions which led to
the actual system. We will then survey the status of the system. Then we
will discuss its pedagogical purposes. A deeper discussion of the approach
leading to Actalk may be found in [Briot 90].

DESIGN DECISIONS

To design a system for integrating various OOCP languages into a single
environment, we had the following goals in mind:

- uniformity and modularity

We wanted to unify various OOCP languages into some common
environment and to be able to analyze and define them incrementally.
Therefore we chose the object-oriented paradigm as a basis for
matching these two first goals. We decided to introduce actors into
standard (sequential) OOP, by defining a sub-world of actors embedded
into the world of objects, and without changing the underlying object
system.

- minimality and extensibility
We wanted some minimal kernel expressing the most general semantics of OOCP languages, and to further extend it in order to simulate various existing languages. Therefore we chose a minimal architecture based on a minimal kernel. We then further extend it by inheritance to simulate and classify various OOCP models.

- an integrated environment

We didn't want to restrict our system to some semantic model and raw implementation, but also to provide a full environment for pragmatic experiment with OOCP. Therefore we chose Smalltalk-80 because it is the most achieved and flexible OOP system with a fully integrated programming environment.

By choosing Smalltalk-80 we provide a minimal implementation of the system, because all entities needed to build actors: objects, classes and messages, and to express concurrency: processes and semaphores, are provided by Smalltalk-80. Thus implementation is both high level and minimal. This allows focusing on the semantics of OOCP and the differences with standard OOP, rather than dealing with low level concerns.

PEDAGOGY

Actalk is an integrated environment, embedded into Smalltalk-80, used as a testbed to classify and design OOCP languages. Because of the optimal integration of actors within the world of objects, Actalk is used as a basis for studying relation and combination between objects and actors. Actalk has been successfully used in many courses, seminars and tutorials to describe how to move from object-oriented programming to object-oriented concurrent programming. The minimal implementation of the kernel of Actalk helps making concrete and manageable the concepts of OOCP.

Actalk has also been successfully used to describe some of the most representative OOCP computation models and languages. These extensions use inheritance to customize the basic OOCP semantics defined by the Actalk kernel. Because the kernel and its extensions are related by inheritance, one could easily compare them. Examples of extensions include the Actor model of computation defined by Gul Agha [Agha 86], the ABC1 language designed by A. Yonezawa and his team [Abe 89], and the POOL language [Amelia 87]. Simulation of other concurrent languages (such as CSP) have also been conducted by students in the team of Pr. Jean Bézivin at University of Nantes.

Actalk has also been used to build various prototype multi-agent systems in the team of Pr. Jacques Ferber at the Laboratoire de recherche en informatique in Institute Blaise Pascal, Paris. One of them is the Mages multi-agent testbed [Bouron et al. 90]. These prototype multi-agent systems have been applied to various combinatorial and cooperation problems.

All these experiences convince us of the goods of our approach based on a progressive and layered description of OOCP concepts, and practical experiment with them, thanks to the Actalk platform (built on the wonderful environment provided by Smalltalk-80). We are currently in the process of writing a book on object-oriented concurrent programming based on this experience.

CONCLUSION

We introduced the Object-Oriented Concurrent Programming methodology (OOCP), which helps decomposing programs and running them on new multi-computers. We discussed the issue of introducing this new leading methodology to programmers and non-programmers. Therefore we described how we designed a modelization platform, named Actalk. This platform has been validated as an useful tool for description and experiment with OOCP. We described how it is used for pedagogical purposes. We expect to get further experience in the process of teaching and experimenting with this new programming methodology.

This article is dedicated to a Gemini named Dominique. Thanks to Vincenzo Loia for giving us opportunity to think over this issue of teaching new programming methodologies.
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LES PROBLÈMES MÉTHODOLOGIQUES DE LA DIDACTIQUE HISTORIQUE
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I
Le problème principal qui s'impose ici est le suivant: quel rôle peut jouer la méthodologie de l'histoire pour la didactique historique, ou, autrement dit, pour la vulgarisation du savoir historique 'produit' par les historiens professionnels?

Je crois que la réponse à cette question puisse non seulement contribuer à mieux divulguer le savoir historique mais aussi au progrès de la méthodologie de la didactique historique qui, à vrai dire, presque n'existe pas.

Il me semble que pour la didactique historique il faut avant tout avoir recours aux trois domaines de la méthodologie de l'histoire et notamment:
(1) à l'analyse de la narration historique (du récit historique);
(2) à l'analyse de la procédure de l'explication en histoire (la réponse à la question 'pourquoi ?');
(3) à l'analyse du problème de la vérité du récit historique.

II
Le texte Historique (le récit, la narration) est la forme fondamentale de la divulgation du savoir historique. Les historiens ' parlent' aux lecteurs avant tout par l'intermédiaire de leurs textes. Ce sont des textes différents: les livres très professionnels, les synthèses destinées aux diverses cercles de lecteurs, les articles scientifiques et de vulgarisation etc. Beaucoup de ces textes, avant tout les manuels historiques, aussi différents, servent dans les écoles comme la base de l'enseignement de l'histoire. Dans ce contexte c'est l'analyse du récit pour en déduire la valeur didactique.